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Summary
U.S. civil nuclear cooperation agreements (“123” agreements), which are bilateral agreements
with other governments or multilateral organizations, have several important goals, including
promoting the U.S. nuclear industry, which is increasingly dependent on foreign customers and
suppliers, and preventing nuclear proliferation. Increased international interest in nuclear power
has generated concern that additional countries may obtain fuel-making technology that could
also be used to produce fissile material for nuclear weapons. Ensuring the peaceful use of
transferred nuclear technology has long been a major U.S. objective, and Congress has played a
key role. For example, the Nuclear Nonproliferation Act of 1978, which amended the Atomic
Energy Act (AEA) of 1954, added new requirements for nuclear cooperation with the United
States. Moreover, the United States has been a longtime proponent of restrictive international
nuclear export policies.
In recent years, some observers and Members of Congress have advocated that the United States
adopt new conditions for civil nuclear cooperation. These would include requiring potential
recipients of U.S. civil nuclear technology to forgo fuel-making enrichment and reprocessing
technologies and to bring into force an Additional Protocol to their International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) safeguards agreements. Such protocols augment the IAEA’s legal authority to
inspect nuclear facilities.
Civil nuclear commerce, particularly reactor transfers, may not be a near-term proliferation threat:
all but three states (India, Israel, and Pakistan, all of which have nuclear weapons) are parties to
the nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT); all legitimate transfers of nuclear technology to NPT
non-nuclear-weapon states are subject to IAEA safeguards; and no country with comprehensive
safeguards in place and a record in good standing with the IAEA has used declared nuclear
facilities to produce fissile material for weapons. Further, the international community has
multiple mechanisms to dissuade countries from developing domestic enrichment or reprocessing
facilities. States such as India, Iran, Israel, North Korea, and Pakistan did acquire enrichment or
reprocessing technology, but did so either clandestinely or prior to the establishment of the
Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) in the mid-1970s.
Key factors and issues for Congress:
•

The United States concludes nuclear cooperation agreements for a variety of
reasons, including promoting nonproliferation, supporting the U.S. nuclear
industry, and improving or sustaining overall bilateral and strategic relations.
(See “Policy Goals of U.S. Nuclear Cooperation Agreements.”)

•

The U.S. nuclear industry’s market share has declined in recent years; foreign
customers and suppliers are important to the industry’s viability. Some argue that
the absence of U.S. government liability protections for the U.S. nuclear industry
puts that industry at a disadvantage relative to foreign competitors who enjoy
such protections. (See “U.S. Nuclear Industry” and “Liability.”)

•

Fears of additional states obtaining enrichment or reprocessing technologies may
not materialize. Neither the United States nor any other states possessing
enrichment or reprocessing technology have plans to transfer any such
technologies. Moreover, the market for nuclear fuel currently functions well and
the international community has begun to implement mechanisms to support the
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market. Although countries have the right under the NPT to develop their own
nuclear fuel production capabilities, a functioning nuclear fuel market should
reduce the need for them do so. Nevertheless, as noted, states have previously
managed to acquire these technologies. (See “Enrichment and Reprocessing
Worldwide.”)
•

The number of NPT states-parties that have signed Additional Protocols has been
steadily increasing; most states with significant nuclear activities have signed
such protocols, giving the IAEA greater inspection authority over civil nuclear
programs. (See “The NPT and IAEA Safeguards.”)

•

Some argue that the United States should use its influence to persuade other
countries to adopt additional constraints on nuclear transfers. However, the
relative decline of the U.S. nuclear industry, as well as some key states’
demonstrated lack of willingness to accept such constraints, suggests that U.S.
influence in this area is limited. (See “Additional Issues for Consideration.”)

This report discusses broad themes related to U.S. nuclear cooperation with other countries. More
details of specific legislative proposals from the 112th Congress are found in CRS Report
RS22937, Nuclear Cooperation with Other Countries: A Primer, by Paul K. Kerr and Mary Beth
Nikitin.
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Introduction
The United States has long sought, via its domestic laws as well as foreign policies, to ensure that
ostensibly peaceful nuclear commerce does not aid nuclear weapons programs. Mechanisms and
instruments such as the nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT), International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA) safeguards, the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG), and economic sanctions all
continue to play a role in stemming nuclear proliferation. The restrictions contained in U.S. law
governing nuclear cooperation with other countries comprise another tool for preventing
proliferation. However, Congress has become increasingly concerned that, with the growing
international interest in nuclear power, U.S. laws and policies may need to be changed in order to
prevent further nuclear proliferation.
The report begins with a brief overview of the global nuclear power industry, including the
possessors of enrichment and reprocessing technology. It then describes the state of the U.S.
nuclear industry, particularly its dependence on both international trade and foreign suppliers. The
report then reviews the multilateral nuclear nonproliferation mechanisms. It concludes with a
detailed summary of U.S. nuclear cooperation agreements, the primary mechanism by which the
United States both promotes U.S. nuclear commerce and ensures that such commerce does not
contribute to clandestine nuclear weapons programs. The report also includes appendices that
provide additional details.
The United States has long engaged in civil nuclear commerce with other countries, buying and
selling nuclear fuel, reactors, and related components. Perhaps the most significant congressional
action to regulate such commerce was the Nuclear Nonproliferation Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-242),
which amended the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 (AEA) and imposed additional restrictions on
U.S. nuclear commerce designed to ensure that transfers of nuclear energy technology would not
contribute to the proliferation of nuclear weapons. In the 112th Congress, Members have
introduced several bills that would add to the nonproliferation criteria and strengthen
congressional oversight of bilateral nuclear cooperation under Section 123 of the AEA, as
amended (P.L. 95-242; 42 U.S.C. §2153 et seq.) (hereinafter “123 agreements”).
During the past decade, Members of Congress have become increasingly concerned that, with an
increased global interest in nuclear power, additional countries may obtain domestic enrichment
or reprocessing technology, the most sensitive components of the nuclear fuel cycle. Uranium
enrichment can produce low-enriched uranium for use as fuel in nuclear reactors, but can also
produce highly enriched uranium, which can be used as both reactor fuel and as fissile material in
nuclear weapons. By reprocessing spent nuclear reactor fuel, a state can produce plutonium,
which it might use as fuel in certain types of nuclear reactors and also as fissile material in
nuclear weapons. Obtaining fissile material is widely regarded as the most difficult task in
building nuclear weapons. (For an illustration of the nuclear fuel cycle, see Appendix A.)
These proliferation concerns have generated increased congressional interest in laws governing
bilateral nuclear cooperation agreements. Recent congressional debates over 123 agreements with
India, Russia, and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) highlighted concerns about the need to
balance nonproliferation, commercial, and strategic goals. More agreements are expected to come
before Congress for consideration in the next few years.
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Global Nuclear Power
IAEA Director-General Yukiya Amano has said that more than 60 countries “are considering
introducing nuclear energy,” explaining that this interest is driven by such factors as increasing
energy demands, as well as concerns about climate change and energy security. The IAEA
projects that between 10 and 25 countries are likely to bring their first reactor online by 2030, and
many states are planning to expand existing reactor fleets.1 Among the governments considering
their first nuclear reactors, such projects are at various stages of planning (see Appendix B). Nine
countries that are currently building or formally planning reactor projects—Belarus, Egypt,
Indonesia, Iran, Kazakhstan, Thailand, Turkey, the UAE, and Vietnam—have never operated
nuclear power plants.
Only Canada, China, France, Japan, Russia, South Korea, and the United States export nuclear
reactors.2 India may join this group in the near term.3 Some emerging nuclear power states have
concluded agreements with non-U.S. reactor suppliers. For example, Vietnam has such contracts
with Russia and Japan, and the UAE has signed a reactor contract with South Korea.4

U.S. Nuclear Cooperation with Foreign Partners
The United States has nuclear cooperation agreements with 23 countries, the IAEA, and Euratom
(see Appendix C). State Department officials have said that approximately 17 nuclear
cooperation agreements will be negotiated, renegotiated, or extended in the next three years.5
Currently, the United States is negotiating a 123 agreement with Jordan, although those
negotiations have been suspended.6 The United States has also submitted a draft text of an
agreement to Vietnam, which is in the planning stages of a nuclear power program. The U.S.
Department of Energy currently trains Vietnamese officials on nonproliferation and nuclear safety

1
Yukiya Amano, Statement to the Nuclear Power Forum, December 10, 2010. http://www.iaea.org/newscenter/
statements/2010/amsp2010n023.html.
2
China is an emerging supplier of nuclear reactors. China built a 325-megawatt power reactor in Pakistan that began
operating in 2000, and a twin unit was completed in 2011. Pakistan signed a contract with China in June 2010 to build
two more reactors of the same class, and a contract for a 1,000-megawatt reactor was reportedly signed in November
2010. (World Nuclear Association, “Nuclear Power in Pakistan,” May 17, 2011, http://www.world-nuclear.org/info/
inf108.html.) Moreover, China is trying to market its 300-megawatt-class reactor to Belarus and countries in Africa.
China is working on a 1,400-megawatt exportable design based on technology purchased from Westinghouse and plans
to have a 1,000-megawatt design based on French technology available for export by 2013. (World Nuclear
Association, “Nuclear Power in China,” May 2011, http://www.world-nuclear.org/info/inf63.html.)
3
India is offering its indigenous 220- and 540-megawatt heavy water reactor designs for export, although no specific
customers have been identified. (World Nuclear Association, “Nuclear Power in India,” April 26, 2011,
http://www.world-nuclear.org/info/inf53.html.)
4
“Japan and Russia to Build Ninh Thuan Nuclear Power Plants for Vietnam,” Global Energy Magazine, November 3,
2010. CRS Report R40344, The United Arab Emirates Nuclear Program and Proposed U.S. Nuclear Cooperation, by
Christopher M. Blanchard and Paul K. Kerr.
5
Ambassador Richard Stratford, Remarks to the Carnegie International Nuclear Policy Conference, March 29, 2011.
Stratford explained that Jordan “had other issues on its mind,” presumably a reference to ongoing political instability in
the Middle East. Remarks available at http://carnegieendowment.org/files/US_Nuclear_CooperationHow_and_With_Whom.pdf.
6
Ibid., “Regional Turmoil Puts US-Jordan Nuclear Talks ‘On Hold’,” The Jordan Times, March 16, 2011; “Nuclear
Trade Negotiations with Jordan Suspended, State Official Says,” Platts Nuclear News Flashes, March 9, 2011.
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best practices related to power plant operation, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission is
providing safety-related assistance to the Vietnamese nuclear regulatory authority.7
The United States has concluded Memoranda of Understanding (MoU) regarding potential
nuclear cooperation with Bahrain, Jordan, Mongolia, and Saudi Arabia. However, a state’s
conclusion of such an MoU is neither necessary nor sufficient for a country to conclude a 123
agreement.

Enrichment and Reprocessing Worldwide
Only a limited number of countries conduct commercial enrichment and reprocessing of fissile
materials and can supply this technology. At the present time, supplier states are not planning any
transfers of enrichment or reprocessing technology. As is discussed below, the Nuclear Suppliers
Group recently added criteria to its guidelines for the supply of fuel cycle technologies.
Commercial reprocessing is now being done in France, the United Kingdom, Russia, Japan, and
India.8 China has a pilot plant and is “considering a large-scale facility.”9 South Korea is pursuing
a research and development program on pyro-processing.10 Some countries with few natural
energy resources, such as Japan, argue that they want to reprocess their spent fuel to reduce
dependence on foreign energy sources. Reprocessing proponents in those countries prefer a
closed fuel cycle, in which spent nuclear fuel from reactors is used to make fuel for other
reactors; opponents raise questions about proliferation risks and high economic costs.
Commercial enrichment is currently being done in the United States, Russia, France, Japan,
China, and countries in the Urenco consortium (the United Kingdom, Netherlands, Germany).11
The Eurodif consortium’s enrichment plant is on French soil, and France does not share the
enrichment technology with co-owners Belgium, Italy, Spain, and Iran. Argentina is in the process
of re-commissioning its gaseous diffusion enrichment plant at Pilcanyeu to provide fuel for one of
its nuclear power reactors.12 Brazil has begun operating an enrichment facility for its nuclear
power reactors, but the facility cannot yet produce sufficient fuel.13 Only Russia and the United

7
“United States and Vietnam Agree to Cooperate in Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy,” NNSA Press Release,
September 12, 2007, http://nnsa.energy.gov/news/909.htm.
8
“Processing of Used Nuclear Fuel,” World Nuclear Association website, updated September 2010.
9
Fred McGoldrick, Limiting Transfers of Enrichment and Reprocessing Technology: Issues, Constraints, Options,
(Cambridge, Mass.: Project on Managing the Atom, Harvard University), May 2011.
10
The South Korean pyro-processing technology—a type of reprocessing technology—under development would
partially separate plutonium and uranium from spent fuel. The current U.S.-Korea nuclear cooperation agreement, as
with other standard agreements, requires U.S. permission before South Korea can reprocess U.S.-origin spent fuel,
including spent fuel from South Korea’s U.S.-designed reactors. The United States has not granted this approval and
the two countries are jointly studying the technical, nonproliferation, and economic implications of moving forward.
11
“Uranium Enrichment,” World Nuclear Association website, updated September 2010.
12
World Nuclear Association, “Nuclear Power in Argentina,” http://www.world-nuclear.org/info/inf96.html. William
Freebairn, “Argentina Says Facility Will Produce Enriched Uranium Next Year,” Nuclear Fuels, November 1, 2010.
13
H.E. Ambassador Antonio Jose Vallim Guerreiro, “Statement of Brazil,” 2010 IAEA General Conference.
http://www.iaea.org/About/Policy/GC/GC54/Statements/brazil.pdf; William Freebairn, “Brazil Plans Increased
Uranium Production, Conversion, Enrichment,” Nuclear Fuels, March 7, 2011.
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States, as well as the European multinational consortia Urenco and Eurodif, supply enriched
uranium for commercial purposes to other countries.14
Some reports argue that, for the foreseeable future, current commercial enrichment capacity will
be able to provide for global nuclear fuel needs and, therefore, building new enrichment plants on
purely commercial grounds may not be justified.15 According to the World Nuclear Association,
world enrichment capacity is likely to continue substantially exceeding world nuclear fuel
requirements at least through 2020.16 However, an increase in nuclear power plants in countries
without enrichment capabilities may increase interest in domestic enrichment in new states.17
Most states depend on foreign enrichment services for their nuclear fuel, and current enrichment
providers are expanding their capacity in anticipation of an expanded market in the future. In
addition, Russian and U.S. stockpiles of HEU from dismantled nuclear weapons are being downblended for use as LEU fuel, further adding to market supply.
There has been a renewed interest in multinational fuel cycle services as a way to provide fuel
supply assurances. Urenco and Eurodif have provided commercial enrichment services for over
three decades. The International Uranium Enrichment Centre18 in Angarsk, Russia, began
operations in 2007. It is a commercial uranium enrichment consortium that does not share
sensitive enrichment technology, but does share profits. Participants include Russia, Kazakhstan,
Ukraine, and Armenia; Mongolia is on track to join the consortium. Non-Russian members
pledge to refrain from developing uranium enrichment on their own soil.
Table 1. Countries with Commercial Enrichment or Reprocessing Plants
Enrichment
Argentina

Reprocessing

(Recommissioning)

Brazil

X

China

X

(Under development)

France

X

X

Germany

X
(URENCO Consortium)

India

X

Iran

X

Japan

X

Netherlands

X

X
(URENCO Consortium)

14
U.S. Committee on the Internationalization of the Civilian Nuclear Fuel Cycle; Committee on International Security
and Arms Control, Policy and Global Affairs Division; National Academy of Sciences and National Research Council,
Internationalization of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle: Goals, Strategies, and Challenges, 2008.
Australia conducted enrichment research and development but transferred commercialization rights to the United
States.
15
Sharon Squassoni, Nuclear Energy: Rebirth or Resuscitation? Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 2009.
http://carnegieendowment.org/files/nuclear_energy_rebirth_resuscitation.pdf
16
World Nuclear Association, “Uranium Enrichment,” May 2, 2011, http://www.world-nuclear.org/info/inf28.html.
17
Internationalization of the Nuclear Fuel Cycle, National Academy of Sciences, 2009.
18
International Uranium Enrichment Center website, http://eng.iuec.ru/.
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Enrichment

Reprocessing

X

X

X
(URENCO Consortium)

X

Russia
United Kingdom
United States

X

Source: Compiled by CRS from multiple sources, including the World Nuclear Association website.
Notes: Countries in bold possess nuclear weapons. Kazakhstan, Ukraine, and Armenia participate in the
International Uranium Enrichment Center (IUEC) in Angarsk, Russia.

U.S. Nuclear Industry
U.S. exports of nuclear plant components, equipment, fuel, and technology—which require
nuclear cooperation agreements—have held steady at modest levels since the mid-1990s,
according to a recent analysis by the Government Accountability Office (GAO). However, the
analysis found that, because worldwide nuclear-related exports rose significantly during that
period, the U.S. share of the market dropped sharply.19
The declining U.S. share of the world nuclear market is a sharp reversal from earlier decades,
when the United States was the dominant supplier of nuclear technology and fuel for the noncommunist world. The U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC) and its successor agencies were
the sole free-world exporters of enriched uranium until European commercial enrichment plants
began operating in the late 1970s. Since then, the U.S. share of world enrichment capacity has
fallen to 14%, as two of the three former AEC plants were retired and foreign capacity
expanded.20 In the equipment supply sector, General Electric (GE) and Westinghouse directly
supplied about three dozen reactors to foreign utilities during the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, but
only about 10 during the past two decades.21 U.S. reactor technology has typically been
transferred to foreign industrial firms under licenses that allowed them to gradually take over
most or all aspects of subsequent reactor projects. That trend, combined with a general reduction
in worldwide reactor construction, has resulted in reduced U.S. involvement in foreign reactor
projects since the 1980s.
GAO’s analysis found that U.S. exports of enriched uranium and other nuclear materials totaled
$20.7 billion from 1994 through 2008 (in 2010 dollars), averaging about $1.4 billion per year.22
Japan accounted for 63% of those exports, far more than any other country, much of that
apparently from uranium enrichment purchases. USEC Inc., the only U.S. enrichment supplier
during the period studied by GAO, reported Japanese sales of about $300 million in 2009.23 Sales
19
U.S. Government Accountability Office, Nuclear Commerce: Governmentwide Strategy Could Help Increase
Commercial Benefits from U.S. Nuclear Cooperation Agreements with Other Countries, GAO-11-36, November 2010,
p. 12, http://www.gao.gov/new.items/d1136.pdf.
20
Geoffrey Rothwell, “Market Power in Uranium Enrichment,” Science & Global Security, vol. 17 (2009), p. 133,
http://www.princeton.edu/sgs/publications/sgs/archive/17-2-3-Rothwell.pdf.
21
“World List of Nuclear Power Plants,” Nuclear News, March 2010, p. 47.
22
The foreign import statistics used by GAO do not indicate whether those totals include the value of uranium
enrichment services as well as enriched uranium material. Telephone conversation with Michelle Munn, GAO senior
analyst, January 10, 2011.
23
USEC Investor Fact Sheet, fall 2010, http://www.usec.com/Downloads/NewsRoom/InvestorFactSheet.pdf.
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of reactor components and equipment, according to GAO, totaled $4.4 billion during 1994-2008,
averaging about $300 million per year. Japan, South Korea, Mexico, Spain, and the Czech
Republic accounted for 70% of the reactor component exports. Exports to South Korea largely
resulted from a technology transfer agreement with U.S. supplier Combustion Engineering, now
part of Westinghouse. Under the agreement, Combustion Engineering built four reactors in South
Korea during the 1990s with Korean industrial firms, which then took the lead on subsequent
projects.24 GAO could not find statistics for U.S. exports of nuclear services, which were
described by Commerce Department officials as “an increasingly important and growing market
segment for the U.S. nuclear industry.”25

Increasing Importance of Foreign Suppliers to U.S. Nuclear
Power Projects
Bilateral nuclear cooperation agreements may increasingly become a necessity for U.S. domestic
nuclear energy production. The 104 nuclear power reactors currently operating in the United
States were designed and built by U.S. companies using predominantly U.S.-manufactured
components. Construction of those plants began in the 1960s and 1970s, when U.S. nuclear
power technology was dominant throughout the non-communist world. U.S. companies,
especially Westinghouse and GE, built nuclear reactors around the world and established
licensing agreements and partnerships with foreign companies to further develop their technology
for international use.
However, U.S. nuclear power development stagnated after the 1970s—with no domestic orders
after 1973 that were not subsequently canceled—while foreign projects continued at a steady but
reduced pace. Westinghouse’s nuclear power business was bought by a British firm in 1999 and
later by the Japanese firm Toshiba in 2006. GE has a partnership with the Japanese firm Hitachi
to market and construct new nuclear power plants. Several of GE and Westinghouse’s former
foreign partners, such as the French firm Areva and the Japanese firm Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries, have become fully independent in nuclear power plant design and construction.
The significant number of foreign suppliers for current U.S. reactor projects provides a good
indication of the changes in the world nuclear industry that have taken place since the first round
of U.S. nuclear projects several decades ago. Construction of new U.S. nuclear power plants has
recently been showing signs of revival, with 26 reactor applications submitted to the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) since late 200726 (although action on several of those has since
been suspended). Site preparation is under way at two of the proposed plants. Fourteen of the
reactors currently listed on NRC’s docket are designed by Westinghouse, four are from Areva,
two are from Mitsubishi, four are from GE-Hitachi, and two are from Toshiba.
Moreover, as a result of the lengthy gap in U.S. nuclear plant construction, many key reactor
components, such as large pressure vessel forgings, can no longer be made in the United States.
At least in the near term, “having sufficient major equipment for new U.S. nuclear units will
24

See CRS Report R41032, U.S. and South Korean Cooperation in the World Nuclear Energy Market: Major Policy
Considerations, by Mark Holt.
25
GAO, op. cit., p. 11.
26
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Expected New Nuclear Power Plant Applications, Updated June 21, 2010,
http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/new-reactors/new-licensing-files/expected-new-rx-applications.pdf.
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depend on non-U.S. manufacturers,” according to the Department of Energy.27 As a result, the
current round of planned U.S. nuclear plants is expected to rely much more on a worldwide
supply chain than was the case for today’s operating plants. Many large forgings for the new U.S.
reactors now in the planning stage have already been ordered from or produced by Japan Steel
Works. Also, steel plates for the 200-foot-high containment structure that surrounds the major
reactor components in Westinghouse’s AP1000 reactor design are being produced by IHI
Corporation in Japan for two planned new reactors at Southern Company’s Vogtle site in Georgia.
The plates, which began arriving at the Vogtle site September 9, 2010, are to be welded together
by Chicago Bridge and Iron Company.28
Another measurable indicator of the increasing globalization of the nuclear power plant supply
chain is the worldwide distribution of “N-stamp” certifications by the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers (ASME). The N-stamp and related ASME nuclear stamps are recognized
by NRC as evidence that suppliers meet quality control standards for producing nuclear plant
components.29 The number of U.S. manufacturing facilities with N-stamp certification fell by half
after the mid-1980s.30 Even after a recent rise, fewer than half of N-stamp holders (45%) are now
located in the United States, while 38% are in Asia and the remainder are elsewhere in the
world.31
Both of the major U.S.-based reactor suppliers, GE-Hitachi and Westinghouse, have indicated
that they will generally rely on a global supply chain for new nuclear projects but would use local
suppliers to the extent justified by the size of the host nation’s nuclear construction program. A
2009 British report noted that “the full ‘localization’ approach cannot be justified for a single
reactor build and significant investment will only be worthwhile for situations where multiple
reactors are likely to be built within the same country or region, and there is benefit in economy
of scale.”32 Under that reasoning, the domestic content of U.S. reactors could rise from currently
anticipated levels if a significant amount of new U.S. nuclear construction materializes.
Anticipation of U.S. nuclear orders has already spurred an increase in U.S. supply capacity,
including the restoration of an N-stamp by Babcock & Wilcox at its Mount Vernon, IN, plant, and
plans for new nuclear plant module fabrication facilities by Westinghouse in Lake Charles, LA,
and by Areva in Newport News, VA, although the Areva project has been indefinitely delayed.33
New and proposed U.S. uranium enrichment plants also have significant foreign involvement.
The European consortium URENCO began production in June 2010 at a new enrichment plant in
New Mexico that uses European gas centrifuge technology. Areva plans to use the same
technology at a planned Idaho plant that is scheduled to open in 2014. This plant will add to
27

Department of Energy, DOE NP2010 Nuclear Power Plant Construction Infrastructure Assessment, MPR-2776,
Washington, DC, October 21, 2005, pp. 4-5, http://www.ne.doe.gov/np2010/reports/mpr2776Rev0102105.pdf.
28
IHI Corporation, “IHI is Shipping First AP1000 Product to CB&I,” press release, August 3, 2010,
http://www.ihi.co.jp/ihi/ihitopics/pressm_e/10021.html.
29
NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement, “Recognition of American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Accreditation Program for N Stamp Holders,” Information Notice No. NO 86-21, March 31, 1986, http://www.nrc.gov/
reading-rm/doc-collections/gen-comm/info-notices/1986/in86021.html.
30
World Nuclear Association, “Heavy Manufacturing of Power Plants,” September 2010, http://www.worldnuclear.org/info/default.aspx?id=23340&terms=heavy%20manufacturing.
31
“Asian Rise Visible in US N-Stamp Popularity Jump,” Nuclear Engineering International, August 2010, pp. 36-37.
32
National Metals Technology Centre, The Supply Chain for a UK Nuclear New Build Programme, Rotherham, United
Kingdom, February 2009, p. 36, http://www.berr.gov.uk/files/file47664.pdf.
33
“Va. Nuclear Manufacturing Plant Delayed,” Associated Press, May 9, 2011.
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Areva’s extensive fuel cycle operations in the United States. The U.S. firm USEC plans to build
an enrichment plant in Ohio using U.S.-developed gas centrifuge technology, a project that is to
be partially funded with an investment of up to $100 million by Toshiba. GE-Hitachi is
considering construction of an enrichment plant using Australian laser technology in North
Carolina.34

Current Proliferation Barriers and Disincentives
The international community has adopted a variety of means to address the potential for
ostensibly peaceful enrichment and reprocessing facilities to enable nuclear weapons programs.
These measures are designed to impede or slow the proliferation of nuclear weapons.

The NPT and IAEA Safeguards
The nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT), which entered into force in 1970, prohibits nonnuclear-weapon states-parties from producing or acquiring nuclear weapons.35 It also states that
nuclear-weapon states-parties should not “assist, encourage, or induce” any non-nuclear-weapon
state to acquire nuclear weapons.36 (See Appendix D.) All U.N. member-states except for India,
Israel, and Pakistan are parties to the NPT.37
An NPT state-party is obligated to conclude a safeguards agreement with the International
Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA). In the case of non-nuclear-weapon states-parties to the treaty,
such agreements, known as comprehensive safeguards agreements, allow the agency to monitor
nuclear facilities and materials to ensure that they are not diverted to military purposes.
According to the IAEA, safeguards pursuant to such agreements
are applied to verify a State’s compliance with its undertaking to accept safeguards on all
nuclear material in all its peaceful nuclear activities and to verify that such material is not
diverted to nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices.38

Comprehensive safeguards are designed to enable the IAEA to detect the diversion of nuclear
material from peaceful purposes to nuclear weapons uses, as well as to detect undeclared nuclear
activities and material.39 Safeguards include agency inspections and monitoring of declared
nuclear facilities. The IAEA’s monitoring and inspections authority in a particular country are
limited to facilities that have been declared by the government. Additional Protocols to IAEA
comprehensive safeguards agreements further augment the agency’s ability to investigate
clandestine nuclear facilities and activities. Additional Protocols give IAEA inspectors expanded
34

World Nuclear Association, “Uranium Enrichment,” June 2010, http://www.world-nuclear.org/info/inf28.html.
The treaty text is available at http://www.iaea.org/Publications/Magazines/Bulletin/Bull104/10403501117.pdf.
36
The NPT defines a nuclear-weapon state as “one which has manufactured and exploded a nuclear weapon or other
nuclear explosive device” prior to January 1, 1967. These states are China, France, Russia, the United Kingdom, and
the United States.
37
North Korea announced its withdrawal from the NPT in 2003 and subsequently tested two nuclear explosive devices,
but whether the country remains an NPT state-party is unclear.
38
IAEA Safeguards Glossary. Comprehensive safeguards agreements are based on a model described in INFCIRC 153,
available at http://www.iaea.org/Publications/Documents/Infcircs/Others/infcirc153.pdf.
39
Ibid.
35
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physical access to nuclear-related sites in the member state. They also allow for surprise
inspections and environmental monitoring.40
An increasing number of countries, particularly those with significant nuclear activities, have
been signing Additional Protocols and bringing them into force. Of the 190 NPT states-parties,
135 have signed Additional Protocols; of those, 108 are in force.41 (See Appendix E.) Over 80%
of the 72 countries with “safeguards-significant nuclear activities”42 have signed Additional
Protocols.43 Most of the states-parties that have not signed Additional Protocols do not have
significant nuclear programs or plans,44 but six non-signatories (Algeria, Argentina, Brazil, Egypt,
Syria, and Venezuela) have nuclear reactors under safeguards.45 (See Appendix F.)
Although many analysts and observers have expressed concerns about the possibility that a
country seeking nuclear weapons might use dual-use technology supplied to a peaceful nuclear
energy program in a covert weapons program, all legitimate transfers of nuclear technology to
NPT non-nuclear-weapon states are under IAEA safeguards and no country with comprehensive
safeguards in place, and a record in good standing with the IAEA, has used declared nuclear
facilities to produce fissile material for weapons.46 As a result, a nuclear weapons program would
likely need to include some covert facilities. Specifically, the nuclear programs of greatest
concern today, such as those of India, Iran, North Korea, and Pakistan, have utilized combinations
of indigenous know-how and overt or covert foreign assistance.

40
Additional Protocols for an individual IAEA member state are based on the agency’s Model Additional Protocol
(INFCIRC/540), available at http://www.iaea.org/Publications/Documents/Infcircs/1997/infcirc540c.pdf.
41
As of May 4, 2011.
42
The list of states with “significant nuclear activities” was not available from the IAEA (CRS analyst inquiry May 20,
2011).
43
As of June 30, 2010; Plan of Action to Promote the Conclusion of Safeguards Agreements and Additional Protocols,
available at http://www.iaea.org/OurWork/SV/Safeguards/sg_actionplan.pdf. Similarly, a 2010 State Department report
stated that “most countries with significant nuclear activities have signed an Additional Protocol.” (Adherence to and
Compliance with Arms Control, Nonproliferation, and Disarmament Agreements and Commitments, Department of
State, July 2010, available at http://www.state.gov/t/avc/rls/rpt/ c9721.htm).
44
North Korea has not signed an Additional Protocol and is currently barring IAEA inspectors from its nuclear
facilities at Yongbyon. See CRS Report RL34256, North Korea’s Nuclear Weapons: Technical Issues, by Mary Beth
Nikitin.
Several U.N. Security Council resolutions require Iran to ratify its Additional Protocol, but the government has not
done so. Iran signed an Additional Protocol in 2003 but stopped implementing it in 2006. See CRS Report R40094,
Iran’s Nuclear Program: Tehran’s Compliance with International Obligations, by Paul K. Kerr.
45
Argentina and Brazil have nuclear power plants; the other countries only have research reactors.
46
Mark Hibbs, a nonproliferation expert with the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, observed that “no
proliferator has ever diverted power reactor fuel from IAEA safeguards to make bombs in a hurry.” (Simon Morgan,
“Iran’s Bushehr Plant ‘Not a Proliferation Risk,’ ” Agence France Presse, August 20, 2010.) Similarly, a May 2008
International Institute for Strategic Studies report points out that “no successful nuclear-weapons program has ever
relied on commercial reactors.” (International Institute for Strategic Studies, Nuclear Programmes in the Middle East:
In the Shadow of Iran, May 2008.)
Pyongyang restarted its nuclear weapons program after announcing its withdrawal from the NPT in 2003, but the IAEA
had never completed an assessment of that country’s nuclear activities. In its 1974 nuclear test, India used plutonium
produced in a Canadian-supplied reactor, which the United States supplied with heavy water. However, India was not a
state-party to the NPT.
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Multilateral Supplier Policies
The United States has worked to standardize nuclear suppliers’ nonproliferation criteria, primarily
through the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG). However, the United States has struggled in recent
years to gain agreement among suppliers to strengthen nonproliferation conditions of supply.

Nuclear Suppliers Group
Members of the NSG, a voluntary group of countries which coordinates nuclear exports and has
developed guidelines for such exports, have since the 1970s adhered to an informal restriction on
transferring enrichment, reprocessing, and heavy water technology to states outside the NSG,
which currently has 46 members (see Appendix G). Until recently, NSG Guidelines said that
supplier countries should “exercise restraint” in transferring any enrichment or reprocessing
technologies. These policies were voluntary, but resulted in no contractual transfers of enrichment
or reprocessing technology to new states.
Following revelations about a covert procurement network for nuclear technology run by former
Pakistani nuclear official Abdul Qadeer Khan, some NSG countries sought to tighten these
restrictions. NSG member states began in 2004 to negotiate a list of criteria that recipient states
would first need to meet before they could receive enrichment or reprocessing technology. The
NSG announced following its June 23-24, 2011, plenary meeting that the group had reached
agreement on such criteria.47
These criteria require a potential recipient to be an NPT state-party in good standing; to have a
comprehensive safeguards agreement in force; to have no current breaches of safeguards
obligations; to have a bilateral agreement with the supplier that contains nonproliferation
assurances; to commit to international standards of physical protection and safety; and to
implement effective export controls and adhere to the NSG guidelines. In addition, the amended
guidelines require a recipient state to have brought into force an Additional Protocol to its IAEA
safeguards agreement or, “pending this,” to implement “appropriate safeguards agreements in
cooperation with the IAEA, including a regional accounting and control arrangement for nuclear
materials, as approved by the IAEA Board of Governors.” The NSG also agreed to require that
enrichment plants be exported only if they are “black boxed”—that is, built to prevent the
recipient state from replicating the technology transferred.48
The final guidelines differ in some respects from a November 2008 draft that contained more
subjective criteria, such as general conditions of stability and security; potential negative impact
of fuel cycle technology transfers on the stability and security of the recipient state and the
region; and whether there is a credible and coherent rationale for pursuing enrichment and
47
Available at http://www.nuclearsuppliersgroup.org/Leng/PRESS/Public%20statement%202011%20NSG%20v7.pdf.
The revised guidelines are available at http://iaea.org/Publications/Documents/Infcircs/2011/infcirc254r10p1.pdf.
48
According to the amended guidelines, suppliers should:
avoid, as far as practicable, the transfer of enabling designs and manufacturing technology
associated with such items; and seek from recipients an appropriate agreement to accept sensitive
enrichment equipment, and enabling technologies, or an operable enrichment facility under
conditions that do not permit or enable replication of the facilities. Information required for
regulatory purposes or to ensure safe installation and operation of a facility should be shared to the
extent necessary without divulging enabling technology.
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reprocessing capability for civil nuclear power purposes.49 These criteria are not included in the
revised guidelines, although the guidelines do state that suppliers should take into account “any
relevant factors as may be applicable.”
Negotiations over the guidelines had been contentious. Little public information is available
about NSG discussions, but press reports said that Turkey raised objections during the 2010 NSG
plenary meeting to several criteria, including the “black box” requirement and subjective criteria
concerning regional stability.50 In the past, Argentina, Brazil, and South Africa had raised
objections to the Additional Protocol as a condition of supply; the provision allowing a “regional
accounting and control arrangement” to substitute for an Additional Protocol appears, in effect, to
exempt Argentina and Brazil from the Additional Protocol requirement.51 In general, developing
countries are wary of what they characterize as additional obstacles to their ability to access
nuclear technology for peaceful purposes.
“Black Box” Plants
“Black box” plants are built so that recipients cannot replicate the facilities, including sensitive components. Sensitive
equipment is built and installed by the supplier country, while the recipient country receives only the knowledge
needed to operate the plant. Ideally, such arrangements not only prevent the recipients from using the technology for
nuclear weapons purposes, but they also protect the suppliers’ intellectual property. Recent foreign-supplied
enrichment projects have been implemented in this manner. However, although operators would not have access to
the technology, there is no technical definition of the term “black boxing” and, in some cases, regulators may be
granted access for safety reasons.
For example, the “black box” arrangement for the Urenco USA enrichment plant in New Mexico is spelled out in a
contract between Urenco’s technology company and the firm’s U.S. operating company. The centrifuges for the plant
were manufactured in Europe and installed at the New Mexico plant by personnel from the technology company.
Operating company personnel were not allowed to see any details of the sensitive equipment as it was being
assembled and installed. That contractual arrangement, however, does not restrict access by the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission or the Department of Energy to any technical details or processes that they believe they need for safety
and security regulation and licensing. The agencies keep such information confidential for both proprietary and
security reasons.52

With a lack of NSG consensus, the Group of Eight (G-8) nations had in recent years issued joint
policy statements regarding enrichment and reprocessing supply. From 2004-2007, the G-8
announced a year-long suspension of any such transfers at their annual summit meetings. The
2008 Summit declaration first stated that the supplier states would only transfer enrichment or
reprocessing equipment or facilities on the basis of the NSG draft criteria:
We agree that transfers of enrichment equipment, facilities and technology to any additional
state in the next year will be subject to conditions that, at a minimum, do not permit or
49

Full text of the November 2008 NSG discussion draft is available as Appendix 2 in Fred McGoldrick, Limiting
Transfers of Enrichment and Reprocessing Technology: Issues, Constraints, Options, Harvard Kennedy School Belfer
Center for Science and International Affairs, May 2011. http://belfercenter.ksg.harvard.edu/files/MTA-NSG-reportcolor.pdf
50
Elaine M. Grossman, “Turkish Opposition Delays Deadlock on Proposed Nuclear Trade Guidelines,” Global
Security Newswire, July 2, 2010. For a more recent account of such objections, see Mark Hibbs, “New Global Rules
for Sensitive Nuclear Trade,” Nuclear Energy Brief, Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, July 28, 2011.
51
Brazil and Argentina formed such a regional arrangement, the Brazilian-Argentine Agency for Accounting and
Control of Nuclear Materials, in 1991. However, its provisions are not equivalent to those of an Additional Protocol.
For more information, see http://www.abacc.org.br/?page_id=5&lang=en.
52
Telephone interview with David Decker, Brian W. Smith, and Tim Johnson, Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
February 28, 2011.
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enable replication of the facilities; and where technically feasible reprocessing transfers to
any additional state will be subject to those same conditions.53

The G-8 countries have since issued annual declarations that they would implement on a national
basis the policies outlined in the November 2008 NSG draft.54

Multilateral Nuclear Fuel Arrangements
In 2004, the United States proposed that the international community adopt a ban on all future
transfers of enrichment and reprocessing technology. Developing countries strongly resisted this
proposal, even though only some of them had concrete plans to acquire these technologies.
Responding to these concerns, the United States and others began discussions at the IAEA on
multilateral nuclear fuel assurances that would provide states with an incentive to refrain from
acquiring their own fuel cycle capabilities and instead obtain nuclear fuel by using existing
suppliers, joining international consortia, or using an IAEA-run fuel bank if commercial
arrangements failed.55 The IAEA Board of Governors approved a Russian-operated fuel reserve in
2009 and an IAEA-administered fuel bank in 2010. In addition, the United States is setting up a
fuel bank. Fuel banks do not replace commercial supply, but are hoped to provide another
reassurance that fuel supply will not be cut off for political reasons. It is worth noting that
arguably both Urenco and Eurodif have operated multilateral commercial models for uranium
enrichment since the 1970s.
Some countries are concerned that supporting multilateral fuel arrangements would undermine
their right to access nuclear technology for peaceful purposes under the NPT, and argue that only
an independent national fuel cycle can provide a country with energy security. Other countries
oppose the fuel bank on principle, characterizing it as an effort to create a division between
countries that have these technologies and those that do not. However, because domestic nuclear
fuel programs may not be economically viable for most countries, multilateral solutions continue
to be attractive. Many states with nuclear power depend on the foreign supply of LEU fuel for
their reactors.
Proposals for multilateral arrangements to manage spent nuclear reactor fuel and thereby prevent
the further spread of reprocessing technology are less developed at this stage. On-site storage of
spent fuel is most common, and some countries reprocess their spent fuel rods into mixed-oxide
fuel. Multilateral solutions, however, might prevent the further spread of reprocessing technology.
Some non-governmental analysts have proposed that a pyro-processing program in South Korea
be developed under multilateral auspices. Another proposal has been the establishment of an
international spent fuel repository, perhaps in Russia. While Russian law allows for the import of

53

Paragraph 66 of the Hokkaido Toyako G-8 Summit Leaders Declaration, July 8, 2008, http://www.mofa.go.jp/policy/
economy/summit/2008/doc/doc080714__en.html.
54
See paragraph 8 of the L’Aquila G-8 Summit’s Statement on Nonproliferation, July 2009,
http://www.g8italia2009.it/static/G8_Allegato/2._LAquila_Statent_on_Non_proliferation.pdf, and Paragraph 79 of the
Deauville G-8 summit’s Declaration of Renewed Commitment for Freedom and Democracy, May 2011
http://www.g20-g8.com/g8-g20/g20/english/home.9.html.
55
For a detailed discussion, see CRS Report RL34234, Managing the Nuclear Fuel Cycle: Policy Implications of
Expanding Global Access to Nuclear Power, coordinated by Mary Beth Nikitin.
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nuclear waste, the government of Russia has not yet proposed such a facility, partly due to
potential public opposition.56
States also cooperate on joint research ventures on advanced and fast reactors such as the
Generation IV International Forum or IAEA’s International Project on Innovative Nuclear
Reactors and Fuel Cycles. A major U.S.-led initiative, the International Framework for Nuclear
Energy Cooperation (formerly the Global Nuclear Energy Partnership), was meant to stimulate
international collaboration on developing proliferation-resistance in the fuel cycle.

Other Mechanisms
The United States and the international community have developed other mechanisms to control
the spread of enrichment and reprocessing. For example, the U.N. Security Council has adopted
resolutions prohibiting the transfer of such technologies to Iran and North Korea. Furthermore,
the United States has in the past placed bilateral pressure on suppliers to refrain from providing
sensitive fuel cycle technologies to such countries as Pakistan and Iran.57 Moreover, individual
states can obviously refrain from transferring enrichment and reprocessing technologies; as noted,
no such transfers are planned.

U.S. Nuclear Cooperation Agreements58
Under existing law (Atomic Energy Act [AEA] of 1954, as amended; P.L. 95-242; 42 U.S.C.
§2153 et seq.) all significant U.S. nuclear cooperation with other countries requires a peaceful
nuclear cooperation agreement.59 Significant nuclear cooperation includes the transfer of U.S.origin special nuclear material60 subject to licensing for commercial, medical, and industrial
purposes. Such agreements, which are “congressional-executive agreements” requiring
congressional approval, do not guarantee that cooperation will take place or that nuclear material
or technology will be transferred, but rather authorize and set the terms of reference for nuclear
cooperation. The AEA includes requirements for an agreement’s content, conditions for the
President to exempt an agreement from those requirements, requirements for presidential
determinations and other supporting information to be submitted to Congress, conditions
affecting the implementation of an agreement once it takes effect, and procedures for Congress to
consider and approve the agreement.

56

“Russia won't import depleted nuclear fuel, waste from other countries—Kirienko,” Interfax, April 20, 2011.
McGoldrick, op. cit., May 2011.
58
For detailed information, see also CRS Report RS22937, Nuclear Cooperation with Other Countries: A Primer, by
Paul K. Kerr and Mary Beth Nikitin.
59
Section 57 b. (2) of the AEA allows for limited forms of nuclear cooperation related to the “development or
production of any special nuclear material outside of the United States” without a nuclear cooperation agreement if that
activity has been authorized by the Secretary of Energy following a determination that it “will not be inimical to the
interest of the United States.” Agreements governing such cooperation are also known as “Section 810” agreements,
after 10 Code of Federal Regulations Part 810.
60
The term “special nuclear material,” as well as other terms used in the statute, is defined in 42 U.S.C. §2014.
“Special nuclear material” means (1) plutonium, uranium enriched in the isotopes 233 or 235, and any other material
that is determined to be special nuclear material, but does not include source material, or (2) any material artificially
enriched by any of the foregoing, but does not include source material.
57
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Section 123 of the AEA requires that any agreement for nuclear cooperation meet nine
nonproliferation criteria and that the President submit any such agreement to the House
Committee on Foreign Affairs and the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations. The Department
of State is required to provide the President an unclassified Nuclear Proliferation Assessment
Statement (NPAS), which the President is to submit, along with the agreement, to those two
committees. The State Department is also required to provide a classified annex to the NPAS,
prepared in consultation with the Director of National Intelligence. The NPAS is meant to explain
how the agreement meets the AEA nonproliferation requirements. The President must also make a
written determination “that the performance of the proposed agreement will promote and will not
constitute an unreasonable risk to, the common defense and security.”
The President may exempt an agreement for cooperation from any of the requirements in Section
123a if he determines that the requirement would be “seriously prejudicial to the achievement of
U.S. non-proliferation objectives or otherwise jeopardize the common defense and security.” The
AEA provides different requirements, conditions, and procedures for exempt and non-exempt
agreements.61
Nuclear Cooperation Agreement Criteria
Section 123a of the Atomic Energy Act lists nine criteria that a nuclear cooperation agreement with a non-nuclear
weapon state must meet unless the President determines an exemption is necessary. These include guarantees that
•

safeguards on transferred nuclear material and equipment continue in perpetuity;

•

full-scope International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards are applied in non-nuclear weapon states;

•

nothing transferred is used for any nuclear explosive device or for any other military purpose; the United States
has the right to demand the return of transferred nuclear materials and equipment, as well as any special nuclear
material produced through their use, if the cooperating state detonates a nuclear explosive device or terminates
or abrogates an IAEA safeguards agreement;

•

there is no retransfer of material or classified data without U.S. consent;

•

physical security on nuclear material is maintained;

•

there is no enrichment or reprocessing by the recipient state of transferred nuclear material or nuclear material
produced with materials or facilities transferred pursuant to the agreement without prior approval;

•

storage for transferred plutonium and highly enriched uranium is approved in advance by the United States; and

•

any material or facility produced or constructed through use of special nuclear technology transferred under the
cooperation agreement is subject to all of the above requirements.

Congressional Approval Process
Under the AEA, Congress has the opportunity to review a 123 agreement for two time periods
totaling 90 days of continuous session. The President must submit the text of the proposed
61

Nuclear cooperation agreements with nuclear weapon states recognized by the NPT are provided for in the AEA, and
are therefore non-exempt agreements. Prior to the adoption of P.L. 109-401, the Henry J. Hyde United States-India
Peaceful Atomic Energy Cooperation Act of 2006, the President would have needed to exempt the nuclear cooperation
agreement with India, which entered into force in December 2008, from some requirements of Section 123a. However,
P.L. 109-401 exempted nuclear cooperation with India from some of the AEA’s requirements (see CRS Report
RL33016, U.S. Nuclear Cooperation with India: Issues for Congress, by Paul K. Kerr).
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nuclear cooperation agreement, along with required supporting documents (including the
unclassified NPAS) to the House Foreign Affairs Committee and the Senate Foreign Relations
Committee. The President is to consult with the committees “for a period of not less than 30 days
of continuous session.” After this period of consultation, the President is to submit the agreement
to Congress, along with the classified annex to the NPAS and a statement of his approval of the
agreement as well as a determination that it will not damage the national security interests of the
United States. This action begins the second period, which lasts for 60 days of continuous
session. In practice, the President has submitted the agreement to Congress, along with the
unclassified NPAS, its classified annex, and his approval and determination, at the beginning of
the full 90-day period. The 60-day period has been considered as following immediately upon the
expiration of the 30-day period.
If the President has not exempted the agreement from any requirements of Section 123a, it
becomes effective at the end of the 60-day period unless, during that time, Congress adopts a joint
resolution disapproving the agreement and the resolution becomes law. If the agreement is an
exempted agreement, Congress must adopt a joint resolution of approval and it must become law
by the end of the 60-day period or the agreement will not enter into force. At the beginning of this
60-day period, joint resolutions of approval or disapproval, as appropriate, are to be automatically
introduced in each house. During this period, the committees are to hold hearings on the proposed
agreement and “submit a report to their respective bodies recommending whether it should be
approved or disapproved.” If either committee has not reported the requisite joint resolution of
approval or disapproval by the end of 45 days, it is automatically discharged from further
consideration of the measure. After the joint resolution is reported or discharged, Congress is to
consider it under expedited procedures, as established by Section 130i of the AEA.
Section 123 of the AEA requires the President to keep the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
and the House Foreign Affairs Committee “fully and currently informed of any initiative or
negotiations relating to a new or amended agreement for peaceful nuclear cooperation.”

Policy Goals of U.S. Nuclear Cooperation Agreements
The United States often has diverse policy goals when deciding to conclude a nuclear cooperation
agreement with another country, including promoting nonproliferation, supporting the U.S.
nuclear industry, satisfying the needs of the U.S. domestic nuclear energy program, and
improving or sustaining overall bilateral and strategic relations.

Nuclear Nonproliferation
A major U.S. goal of concluding nuclear cooperation agreements has been to ensure the peaceful
use of any transferred nuclear technology. The Nuclear Nonproliferation Act of 1978, which
amended Section 123 of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, added new requirements for nuclear
cooperation with the United States. The House Report on this legislation explained the new
requirements: “The approach to the legislation is to provide both incentives for foreign nations to
conform to comprehensive anti-proliferation safeguards, and deterrents to attainment of
technologies and materials which would enable other nations to produce nuclear explosives in a
short time.”62
62

House Report No. 95-587, August 5, 1977.
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The United States and other countries have become increasingly concerned that with the spread of
nuclear energy facilities, additional countries may obtain enrichment and reprocessing
technology, the most sensitive components of the nuclear fuel cycle. Consequently, the United
States and other governments have pursued policies both to persuade countries to refrain from
enrichment and reprocessing and to conclude Additional Protocols to their IAEA safeguards
agreements.
Former State Department official Fred McGoldrick has argued that 123 agreements also “provide
a framework for establishing invaluable person-to-person and institution-to-institution contacts
and collaboration that can help advance our nonproliferation objectives.”63 These agreements
facilitate cooperation between business contacts and laboratories, as well as the Department of
Energy and its counterparts, McGoldrick said, adding that such “intangible” cooperation enables
the United States to establish relationships with foreign nuclear energy establishments that might
otherwise be dominated by non-U.S. nuclear suppliers.64

Enrichment, Reprocessing, and Additional Protocols
As discussed, the AEA requires that any agreement for nuclear cooperation meet nine
nonproliferation criteria, but these do not include requirements that countries conclude Additional
Protocols or forgo enrichment or reprocessing. The AEA mandates that U.S. nuclear cooperation
agreements require U.S. consent for any “alteration in form or content” (to include enrichment or
reprocessing) of U.S.-origin material or any material that was processed in a plant containing
transferred U.S. nuclear technology. They also require U.S. consent for any re-transfer of material
or technology.
Additional options are available under U.S. law to sanction a country for transfer or receipt of
enrichment or reprocessing technology under the Arms Export Control Act, as amended.65 These
provisions are similar to those contained in the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961. Section 101
(Nuclear Enrichment Transfers; 22 U.S.C. 2799aa, known as the Symington Amendment),
prohibits foreign economic or military assistance to a country if the President determines that it
has delivered or received “nuclear enrichment equipment, materials, or technology,” unless it is
placed under “multilateral auspices and management” when available and is under IAEA
safeguards. The President can invoke similar penalties after making a determination regarding
transfer or receipt of reprocessing equipment, materials, or technology under Section 102 (known
as the Glenn Amendment). With reprocessing transfers, there is no exception made if the
reprocessing technology is under safeguards. There is an exception for the transfer of
reprocessing technology as part of an international program, in which the United States
participates, for evaluation of technologies which are “alternatives to pure plutonium
reprocessing.”
During the past several years, the United States has attempted to persuade certain countries with
which it is negotiating nuclear cooperation agreements to forgo enrichment and reprocessing and
conclude additional protocols. Washington has argued that its December 2009 nuclear
63

Fred McGoldrick, The U.S.-UAE Peaceful Nuclear Cooperation Agreement: A Gold Standard or Fool’s Gold?,
Center for Strategic and International Studies, November 30, 2010.
64
Analyst interview, May 23, 2011.
65
See also CRS Report RL31502, Nuclear, Biological, Chemical, and Missile Proliferation Sanctions: Selected
Current Law, by Dianne E. Rennack.
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cooperation agreement with the United Arab Emirates (UAE) could set a useful precedent for
mitigating the dangers of nuclear proliferation. For example, President Obama argued in May
2010 that the agreement “has the potential to serve as a model for other countries in the region
that wish to pursue responsible nuclear energy development.”66 Similarly, then-State Department
spokesperson P.J. Crowley described the agreement as “the gold standard” during an August 5,
2010, press briefing.67
The agreement’s status as a potential model is grounded in two nonproliferation provisions not
found in any other U.S. nuclear cooperation agreement. First, the agreement requires that the
UAE bring into force its Additional Protocol to its IAEA safeguards agreement before the United
States licenses “exports of nuclear material, equipment, components, or technology” pursuant to
the agreement.68 Second, the agreement states that the UAE:
shall not possess sensitive nuclear facilities within its territory or otherwise engage in
activities within its territory for, or relating to, the enrichment or reprocessing of material, or
for the alteration in form or content (except by irradiation or further irradiation or, if agreed
by the Parties, post-irradiation examination) of plutonium, uranium 233, high enriched
uranium, or irradiated source or special fissionable material.

Furthermore, the U.S.-UAE agreement also provides the United States with the right to terminate
nuclear cooperation and to require the return of any nuclear “material, equipment or components
... and any special fissionable material produced through their use” if, after the agreement’s entry
into force, the UAE “possesses sensitive nuclear facilities within its territory or otherwise engages
in activities within its territory relating to enrichment of uranium or reprocessing of nuclear
fuel.”69
The U.S.-UAE agreement also includes a provision that apparently intends to establish the
agreement’s conditions as a minimum standard for future such agreements in the Middle East. An
Agreed Minute to the nuclear cooperation agreement states that “the fields of cooperation, terms
and conditions” accorded by the U.S.-UAE agreement “shall be no less favorable in scope and
effect than those which may be accorded, from time to time, to any other nonnuclear- weapon
State in the Middle East in a peaceful nuclear cooperation agreement.” The Minute explains that,
in the event that a future U.S. nuclear cooperation agreement with another regional government
contains less-stringent requirements, the United States will, at the UAE’s request, consult with the
UAE “regarding the possibility of amending” the U.S.-UAE agreement in order to make its terms
equally favorable to the new agreement. A similar provision in the 1981 U.S.-Egypt agreement
made it necessary for the United States to ensure that the agreement with the UAE would be at
least as stringent. Since the latter agreement is more stringent than the Egypt agreement, it has
established a higher standard for future U.S. nuclear cooperation agreements in the region.
The United States has made efforts to elicit from other regional governments nonproliferation
commitments similar to those described in the U.S.-UAE agreement. Washington has signed
66

President Obama’s May 21, 2010, letter of transmittal.
For more information about the U.S.-UAE agreement, see CRS Report R40344, The United Arab Emirates Nuclear
Program and Proposed U.S. Nuclear Cooperation, by Christopher M. Blanchard and Paul K. Kerr.
68
The IAEA Board of Governors approved the Protocol March 3, 2009. The UAE signed it the next month, and
brought it into force December 20, 2010.
69
The AEA requires that there is no enrichment or reprocessing by the recipient state of transferred nuclear material or
nuclear material produced with materials or facilities transferred pursuant to the agreement without prior approval.
67
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Memoranda of Understanding with Bahrain, Jordan, Mongolia, and Saudi Arabia that express
those countries’ intention to refrain from pursuing enrichment or reprocessing technologies. The
United States signed a similar memorandum with the UAE in 2008. These memoranda are
statements of intent regarding future cooperation, but are not legally binding and are neither
prerequisites for nor guarantees of concluding future nuclear cooperation agreements. However,
the Department of State has argued that the memoranda are useful tools for cooperating with
countries interested in the responsible use of nuclear energy, because they create opportunities to
solicit specific commitments with regard to nuclear technology and safeguards choices.
Nevertheless, U.S. efforts to establish the UAE agreement as a model for future such agreements
in the Middle East may be faltering. Jordan, the next regional government most likely to conclude
a nuclear cooperation agreement with the United States, reportedly may no longer be willing to
include in the agreement the fuel-cycle commitments described in its Memorandum of
Understanding.70 However, Ambassador Richard Stratford stated on March 29, 2011, that the two
sides had been “very, very close” to an agreement containing similar commitments.71 As noted,
the negotiations have been suspended.
The Obama Administration does not envision that the U.S.-UAE agreement will necessarily be a
model for nuclear cooperation agreements with countries outside the Middle East. Crowley stated
during the August 2010 briefing that the United States “would encourage countries to make the
same decision that the UAE has made.” However, he acknowledged that “not every country is
going to make that decision,” adding that “a particular approach is going to be different ... country
by country or region by region.” The Administration has not yet decided whether to solicit from
other countries commitments similar to those contained in the U.S.-UAE agreement.

Promoting the U.S. Nuclear Industry
U.S. nuclear cooperation agreements with foreign countries are also designed to help promote
growth in the U.S. nuclear industry by facilitating U.S. nuclear exports. As noted, U.S. exports of
nuclear plant components, equipment, fuel, and technology have held steady at modest levels
since the mid-1990s and comprise a decreasing share of the global market; such exports require
nuclear cooperation agreements. That downward trend could be altered by new, higher-efficiency
uranium enrichment plants currently planned in the United States and by new U.S. contracts to
supply reactor technology and components in China and elsewhere.
Recent plans for nuclear power expansion around the world, particularly in China and India,
could lead to future growth in U.S. nuclear reactor exports. A consortium led by Westinghouse
signed a contract with Chinese nuclear firms on July 24, 2007, to supply four AP1000 reactors—
Westinghouse’s newest design—at a cost estimated at $8 billion.72 The four reactors are currently
under construction at two sites. According to the World Nuclear Association, “[a]t least eight
70
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more at four sites are firmly planned after them, and about 30 more are proposed to follow.”73
Much like earlier U.S. agreements with South Korea and other countries, the Westinghouse-China
deal includes the transfer of the AP1000 technology to Chinese firms, who are expected
eventually to be able to build the reactors on their own. Westinghouse is also working with
another Chinese consortium to develop larger versions of the AP1000.74 India has announced
plans for up to 12 U.S. nuclear reactors at two sites, although no contracts have been signed.75
U.S. uranium enrichment exports could see future growth resulting from planned new enrichment
plants, despite the scheduled decommissioning of the main existing U.S. plant. The first new
commercial enrichment plant in the United States since the 1950s began commercial production
in June 2010 in Lea County, NM. Built by a U.S. subsidiary of the European enrichment firm
Urenco, the Lea County plant is to reach full initial capacity by 2013, with further expansion
possible. Two other new enrichment plants of similar capacity are planned by the French firm
Areva in Idaho and by USEC in Ohio to replace its existing plant in Kentucky. All three planned
new plants would use advanced gas centrifuge technology, which is far less energy-intensive than
the gaseous diffusion technology used by the existing USEC plant. GE-Hitachi is considering
building an enrichment plant using laser enrichment technology that it is developing. If all the
planned U.S. enrichment capacity were to come online, and the existing USEC plant shut down,
total U.S. enrichment capacity would nearly triple from its current level.76 123 agreements are
required for both the construction of these facilities and for the export of enriched uranium.
123 agreements benefit the U.S. nuclear energy program in other ways. For example, licenses
under the U.S.-Australia agreement have been primarily for the import of uranium to the United
States from Australia. More recently, as noted, foreign firms have been involved in sustaining the
U.S. nuclear energy program by, for example, participating in nuclear reactor projects in the
United States (see discussion above “Increasing Importance of Foreign Suppliers to U.S. Nuclear
Power Projects”).

Bilateral and Strategic Relations
Lastly, but in some cases most importantly, nuclear energy cooperation agreements are very often
a part of an overall diplomatic strategy to improve U.S. bilateral relations with a country. For
some policy makers, this was a key motivation for the conclusion of nuclear cooperation
agreements that the United States concluded with both India and Russia.77
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Additional Issues for Consideration
This report has focused on nonproliferation and bilateral nuclear cooperation agreements.
Additional factors may strongly influence the outcome of U.S. attempts to influence other
countries’ nuclear policies.

Liability
Many foreign governments provide liability insurance for their nuclear industry, or cap liability
exposure. Other companies, such as Rosatom in Russia and Areva in France, are granted
sovereign immunity protections since they are at least partially state-owned. Some argue that the
U.S. nuclear industry is at a disadvantage when competing for foreign contracts because the U.S.
government does not provide similar liability protections.78
The United States has ratified the Convention on Supplementary Compensation for Nuclear
Damage (CSC), which would cover U.S. nuclear equipment suppliers conducting foreign
business, but the convention has not yet entered into force. For many U.S. companies, ratification
of the CSC by the importing state is a requirement for them to do business there, although U.S.
firms have built reactors in countries that are not CSC signatories.79 Each party to the CSC would
be required to establish a nuclear damage compensation system within its borders. For any
damages not covered by those national compensation systems, the convention would establish a
supplemental tier of damage compensation to be paid by all parties.80
Whether French and Russian nuclear companies are actually shielded from nuclear liability
claims, however, is unclear.81 French companies have recently stressed that the CSC, which
requires additional compensation limits apart from liability, is a prerequisite for them to do
business in a country. Moreover, France and Russia are discussing with India means of resolving
their concerns about that country’s liability law, which was adopted in August 2010 and,
according to many observers, is inconsistent with the CSC.82 However, according to a Nuclear
Energy Agency analysis, Russian and French companies could, in the event of a nuclear accident,
still be less exposed to lawsuits than U.S. companies because Moscow and Paris would be in a
“more powerful position to negotiate a settlement with the Indian government than a private
supplier may be.” Additionally, suppliers are more likely to be subject to class action lawsuits in
the United States than would suppliers in Russia or France.83
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Potential Limits on U.S. Influence
The ability of the United States to influence regulations for international nuclear commerce has
arguably diminished. As discussed above, the U.S. nuclear industry’s market power has declined
and foreign competitors have been concluding nuclear supply agreements with other countries.
Moreover, some influential governments have demonstrated limited enthusiasm for such
regulations.
For example, as noted, some members of the NSG displayed resistance to proposals that would
restrict the transfer of enrichment and reprocessing technology. Furthermore, the NSG decided in
2008 to exempt India from some of its export guidelines—a step which many observers argued
would assist New Delhi’s nuclear weapons program.84 Some suppliers may use the 2008 decision
to justify supplying other states that do not meet NSG guidelines; indeed, China has agreed to
supply Pakistan with two additional nuclear reactors.85 It is also possible that Israel and Pakistan,
which, like India, do not have full-scope safeguards and have not signed the NPT, may continue
to ask for exemptions from NSG guidelines. For its part, Israel proposed export criteria in 2007
that would have had the effect of exempting Israel from the current NSG guidelines86 and is
widely believed to have sought a nuclear cooperation agreement with the United States.87

Restrictions on Foreign Firms’ Activities in the United States
Recent proposals have called for restricting foreign nuclear firms’ activities in the United States if
they provide nuclear power plants to countries that have not agreed to forswear enrichment and
reprocessing. Such restrictions would be intended to encourage other nuclear supplier countries to
adopt export standards similar to those in the U.S.-UAE 123 agreement. For example, in a
November 2010 letter to President Obama, 16 nuclear energy policy experts specifically targeted
France, urging that federal loan guarantees for proposed French nuclear projects in Maryland and
Idaho be conditioned on France’s adoption of the U.S.-UAE framework. In addition to loan
guarantees, the letter recommended that licenses from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, as
well as federal contracts, be denied to foreign firms “unless they are willing to support the very
toughest nuclear nonproliferation standards our own government has developed in the U.S.-UAE
deal.”88
Many foreign firms operating in the United States or participating in U.S. nuclear projects could
potentially be subject to such sanctions. The French firm Areva, which plans to build a reactor in
Maryland and a uranium enrichment plant in Idaho, and also hopes to sell reactors in the Middle
84
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East, says it has 5,750 employees in the United States at more than 40 locations.89 Many foreign
companies that are likely to be involved in the worldwide supply chain for U.S. nuclear projects
may also be involved in nuclear projects that do not include agreements by the recipients to
forswear enrichment and reprocessing. It would appear, therefore, that U.S. denial of loan
guarantees, licenses, and contracts could be painful for the targeted companies, possibly putting
pressure on their home governments. However, such sanctions could also impede or halt planned
U.S. nuclear projects, harm the U.S. operations of foreign companies, and disrupt federal nuclear
activities.
As noted, Congress has become increasingly concerned that U.S. laws and policies may need to
be changed in order to prevent further nuclear proliferation. In the future, Congress may choose
to consider such factors as: the 2011 Nuclear Suppliers Group’s (NSG) decision on the supply of
enrichment and reprocessing technology; the extent to which the U.S. nuclear industry is
dependent on foreign suppliers; the magnitude of the proliferation threat from nuclear power
programs; the efficacy of current nonproliferation mechanisms, including IAEA safeguards; and
whether and to what extent the United States can influence other governments’ nuclear supply
policies.
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Appendix A. The Conceptual Nuclear Fuel Cycle

Source: Congressional Research Service.

For a detailed discussion, see CRS Report RL34234, Managing the Nuclear Fuel Cycle: Policy
Implications of Expanding Global Access to Nuclear Power, coordinated by Mary Beth Nikitin.
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Appendix B. Status of World Wide Nuclear Power Plants
Figure B-1.World Wide Nuclear Power Plants Operating, Under Construction, and Planned

Source: World Nuclear Association, http://www.world-nuclear.org/info/reactors.html, International Atomic Energy Agency, U.S. government.
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Appendix C. U.S. Nuclear Cooperation Agreements
The following states and other entities had civilian nuclear cooperation (Section 123) agreements
with the United States in force as of June 8, 2011:
Argentina

Kazakhstan

Australia

Republic of Korea

Bangladesh

Morocco

Brazil

Norway

Canada

Russian Federation

China

South Africa

Colombia

Switzerland

Egypt

Taiwan

European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom)

Thailand

India

Turkey

Indonesia

Ukraine

International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)

United Arab Emirates

Japan
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Appendix D. Articles I, II, and IV of the Nuclear
Nonproliferation Treaty
Article I
Each nuclear-weapon State Party to the Treaty undertakes not to transfer to any recipient
whatsoever nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices or control over such weapons or
explosive devices directly, or indirectly; and not in any way to assist, encourage, or induce any
non-nuclear weapon State to manufacture or otherwise acquire nuclear weapons or other nuclear
explosive devices, or control over such weapons or explosive devices.
Article II
Each non-nuclear-weapon State Party to the Treaty undertakes not to receive the transfer from
any transferor whatsoever of nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices or of control
over such weapons or explosive devices directly, or indirectly; not to manufacture or otherwise
acquire nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices; and not to seek or receive any
assistance in the manufacture of nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices.
Article IV
1. Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as affecting the inalienable right of all the Parties to
the Treaty to develop research, production and use of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes
without discrimination and in conformity with Articles I and II of this Treaty.
2. All the Parties to the Treaty undertake to facilitate, and have the right to participate in, the
fullest possible exchange of equipment, materials and scientific and technological information for
the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. Parties to the Treaty in a position to do so shall also cooperate in contributing alone or together with other States or international organizations to the
further development of the applications of nuclear energy for peaceful purposes, especially in the
territories of non-nuclear-weapon States Party to the Treaty, with due consideration for the needs
of the developing areas of the world.
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Appendix E. Additional Protocol Trends
Figure E-1.Additional Protocols Signed and in Force, Cumulative by Year90

Source: International Atomic Energy Agency
Notes: The International Atomic Energy Agency Model Additional Protocol (INFCIRC/540) was finalized in
1997.

90

As of May 26, 2011.
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Appendix F. Reactors, Additional Protocols, 123
Agreements
Table F-1.Non-Nuclear-Weapon States with Operating or Proposed
Nuclear Power Reactors
Reactor
Country

Additional Protocol

Planned, Proposed, Under Construction

Argentina

X

X

Armenia

X

X

X

X

Bangladesh

X

X

X

X

Belarus

X

X
X

Xa

Belgium

X

Brazil

X

X

Bulgaria

X

X

Canada

X

X

Czech Republic

X

X

Egypt

Signed

In force

123 Agreement

Operating

X

X

X

X

X

Xa

X

X

X

Xa

X

Finland

X

Germany

X

Hungary

X

X

X
X

X

Xa

X

X

Xa

X

Xa

X

X

X

Indonesia

X

X

Iran

X

X

Italy

X

X

X

Xa

X

X

X

X

Jordan

X

X

X

Kazakhstan

X

X

X

X

Lithuania

X

X

Xa

Malaysia

X

X

Japan

X

Mexico

X

X

X

X

Netherlands

X

X

X

X

Xa

X

X

Xa

Poland
Romania

X

X

X

Xa

Slovakia

X

X

X

Xa

Slovenia

X

X

X

Xa

S. Africa

X

X

X

X

X

S. Korea

X

X

X

X

X
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Reactor
Country

Operating

Additional Protocol

Planned, Proposed, Under Construction

Signed

In force

123 Agreement

Spain

X

X

X

Xa

Sweden

X

X

X

Xa

Switzerland

X

X

X

X

Xb

X

Taiwan

X

X
X

Thailand

X

X

Turkey

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

United Arab Emirates

X

X

X

X

Vietnam

X

X

Ukraine

X

X

Source: Data from the International Atomic Energy Agency (as of May 4, 2011), World Nuclear Association (as of
May 25, 2011), U.S. government.
Notes:
a.

Party to the U.S. nuclear cooperation agreement with EURATOM.

b.

According to the IAEA, the agency “applies safeguards, including the measures foreseen in the Model
Additional Protocol, in Taiwan.”
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Appendix G. Nuclear Suppliers Group Members
The following 46 countries are members of the Nuclear Suppliers Group as of June 8, 2011. The
European Commission participates as an observer.
Argentina

Kazakhstan

Australia

Latvia

Austria

Lithuania

Belarus

Luxembourg

Belgium

Malta

Brazil

Netherlands

Bulgaria

New Zealand

Canada

Norway

China

Poland

Croatia

Portugal

Cyprus

Republic of Korea

Czech Republic

Romania

Denmark

Russian Federation

Estonia

Slovakia

Finland

Slovenia

France

South Africa

Germany

Spain

Greece

Sweden

Hungary

Switzerland

Iceland

Turkey

Ireland

Ukraine

Italy

United Kingdom

Japan

United States
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